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 ABOUT NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKERis a Japanese JRPG by Bandai Namco Entertainment. You play as
Naruto and on your journey to the town of Konohagakure to defeat the leader of the Fire Country, a new Legendary Ninja Clan,
the Boruto has recruited you to face them, will you be able to beat them? Enjoy the best Naruto Naruto video games and unlock
all the shinobi techniques and special moves. Beat your opponents and raise your skills! In a world in which beasts and monsters
are crawling from the depths, an army of powerful warriors are born, and they will do anything to become the strongest warrior.

In the video game on the Nintendo 3DS console, you play as a young boy known as Naruto. You must defeat the Seven Great
Ninja Schools and their leader before earning your true title as the Hokage. You will encounter powerful enemies and will have
to fight against them to bring peace to the land. Players will enjoy a story-driven experience in which you will be able to follow
the story and reach the milestones of the anime in a fun, dynamic way. Thanks to a deep gameplay that will immerse the player

in a thrilling experience, where players must explore the game in a long journey where players will have to make important
choices throughout the game. NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKERhas over 50 hours of gameplay and a colorful and
immersive world. BEATS AND BORUTOS (STRIKER BORUTO): A complete custom soundtrack made with the Shrines of
Konohagakure. COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED (WORK IN PROGRESS): More than 25,000 lines of dialogues.

COMPLETELY NEW INTEGRATED FEATURES: Voice recording, customization of player’s skills, customizable battle
effects, new character design and new chapters for the anime. NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKER has over 70

hidden areas, hundreds of enemy encounters and over 40 powerful and specialized techniques. To find out more about Naruto's
world, you will have to pass through all the stages in the game. Once you reach the end of the game, you will be rewarded with a

bonus chapter in the anime and a bonus edition of the manga. Will 82157476af
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